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Introduction
Lisa Naphtali, General Manager
One of the main questions and discussions we’ve all been having over the past few weeks is what are we going
to do for Rosh Hashanah? What will Yom Kippur even look like? We’ve all been conscious that we might not be
able to get together at shule or at Savta’s house and that has now unfortunately been confirmed.
Until this year we’ve all relied on coming to shule and Yom Tov meals to gather with friends and family to elicit
that feeling, that very familiar feeling, that says to us this is Rosh Hashanah, this is Yom Kippur.
Like with almost everything else, we’re learning to do things differently. Over Yom Tov, the desire to feel connected
is stronger than ever. Indeed, we crave it. And so we are discovering new ways to do so.
Fortunately, there are some very creative and very thoughtful people in this community. With thanks to an
invitation, even a nudge, from Rabbi Gabi this journal has come together with contributions from all ages and
across the varied landscape that comprises our incredibly special ARK Centre community.
We’re so grateful to all the contributors who have taken their time to share some personal thoughts with the
community. While we can’t all be together in person, we can still find ways to share a moment and a story – and
who doesn’t love a good story.
We hope you enjoy reading through this journal and it helps create that sense of togetherness and some of that
trademark ARK Centre ruach (spirit).
Wishing you all a Shanah Tovah Umetukah
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Happiness
Rabbi Gabi
The Jewish High Holiday Festival period usually invokes a sense of joy and happiness. It usually involves family
time, eating delicious food, gathering together as a community and recognising the good things in our lives.
Yet, during the global pandemic caused by COVID-19 happiness and joy can seem elusive and sometimes even
providing a definition of what makes us happy during this time can be difficult.
Understanding and dissecting happiness is not something new. Popular culture dedicates many thousands of
hours of TV and print to examining what the secret to a happy life is. On YouTube alone there are over 100
TED talks dedicated to happiness, while a quick Google search reveals there are almost half a million English
language books on the topic of ‘happiness!’
During the pandemic my family and I dedicated ourselves to trying out different methods of achieving the all
elusive happiness. We practiced getting up early in the morning with a strict routine of making our beds, wearing
comfortable clothing and sorted out our to-do lists that had long neglected items yet. Mushka and I even did
a thorough clean out of our house. Using inspiration from Marie Kondo we threw out any possessions that ‘did
not spark joy.’ Relegated to the rubbish pile included orphan socks, old torn books that the children had used to
death and we even farewelled some of the old sentimental posters and items that we had clung onto though we
hadn’t used them in a long time.
The clean out felt cathartic, but did it provide us with happiness? I think the happiness we were seeking was a
little more elusive than the feelings that a clean out or strict routine could provide.
In Synagogue each week, when we return the Torah scroll to the Ark immediately after Torah reading we sing the
song ‘Etz Chayim Hi LeMachazikim Bah, Vetomcheah MeUshar’ which translates to: The tree of life to which
those that hold fast, all of its supports are happy/fortunate.. The tree of life in this song refers to the Torah, which
from a Jewish perspective bring happiness by following its laws and abiding by its actions. In Judaism, happiness
is therefore not something that can be pinpointed to a single action or event, but rather happiness comes from
us embracing our culture, traditions, core Judaic teachings and emulating the values that our ancestors instilled
in us over millennia.
But how do we each individually define happiness?
In Jewish tradition, the responses to understanding happiness are varied. Our Torah, which is over 3000 years old
includes stories that provide us with a blueprint on how to lead a meaningful and happy life. However, not all the
stories contained within the Torah are the happy, light and optimistic stories of life that you would expect. In fact, a
close reading of our texts reveal that the stories contained within it detail the extreme difficulties, challenges and
trials that our ancestors, kings, tribes and prophets went through. However, these stories, although describing
challenging circumstances dedicate themselves to showing the traditions and meaning the Torah provided to
our ancestors lives.
For example, our foremother Sara experienced infertility. Joseph was sold by his brothers into slavery. Jacob is
cheated by his father-in-law. The Israelites in the desert experience fear and anxiety. The Kings of Israel treat
each other with treachery, sometimes even resulting in murderous coups.
These stories demonstrate that suffering is part of the human experience.
We at the Ark have had our fair share of suffering over the past few months of the pandemic. Those that have lost
family members or friends during the pandemic know how heartbreaking it can be not to farewell people with
the appropriate rites. Those that have been lonely or experienced job-insecurity or financial hardship ,understand
the very real-life effects this pandemic have had on our community. Like many of you, I try not to spend too
much of my day reading all the sad news in the newspapers. And, I feel for my children during this time. Just the
other day, my 3-year-old son Lev walked into the dining room and was crying that he doesn’t like Dan Andrews
anymore because he said he isn’t allowed to go to the park.
Over the past few months, I have had a plethora of people calling me about the hardships they have faced,
including postponed weddings, bar and bat mitzvahs, the lack of jobs, financial instability and the scourge of
loneliness, all of which are attributable to this wretched pandemic.
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However, our tradition and our history teach us to put one
foot in front of the other and continue to choose life, requiring
that each of us make the active choice of ‘Bacharta BaChaim,’
dedicating us to make life-affirming decisions every day.
We live this reality every day through our ritual actions. From
the moment we wake up to the moment we sleep we bless
G-d and thank G-d for making us alive. These blessings note
the everyday things we have to be thankful for, including our
breath, the food we eat and the beautiful things we smell. There
are hundreds of blessings in our tradition that recognise and
thank G-d for helping us to survive an accident or the beauty
of a tree.
Sheryl Sandburg who lost her husband in tragic circumstances
and has become a prolific speaker on grief and gratitude, notes
that it is important to learn gratitude from the small things that
we may not pay enough attention to in our everyday lives.
These things we may take for granted. We need to be grateful
for the days in the future when we can go out in public and a
stray cough does not arouse suspicion and dagger-eyes.
So as hard as it has been socially isolating from the world, I
look at my wife and children and appreciate how blessed I
am. I remind myself not to take each day for granted and try
to see the goodness in all things. It is not easy but it’s no good
to live our lives with the weight of the world’s problems on our
shoulders, rather we need to focus on the obstacles we can
overcome and the positive changes we can make in our lives. Judaism teaches us that just by taking small steps,
we can make massive positive changes, and cultivating our contentment can lead to our overall happiness.
To recognise the blessings that I have in my life, I have taken to writing down each day on a sheet of paper a few
things in my life that I am grateful for. It has made me a more cognizant and appreciative person. Our tradition
constantly encourages us to reflect and focus on the good in our lives, and thus by doing so we can increase our
satisfaction and happiness in day to day life.
When Covid-19 just made it appearance in Australia I felt hopeless, I knew there was nothing I could do to change
the situation. Upon reflection I remembered a story I shared with you about a year ago on Yom Kippur. The story
is about a woman who pulled into a coffee shop and she paid for the coffee of the next person waiting in line.
When the next person got served and realised she didn’t have to pay, she was so taken aback and happy she did
the same thing for the person behind her. This joy and generosity went on and on in an unbroken kindness chain
well into the afternoon. Hundreds of people experienced and expressed this small act of kindness after they had
experienced a tiny bit of thoughtfulness from a stranger. This inspired me to create our own chain of kindness
with the PAY IT FORWARD initiative that our community has so enthusiastically responded to.
During the height of virus lockdowns, I was so moved by the many offers I received from the community to help
those less fortunate. We gave out literally hundreds of meals collectively as a community. The Talmud teaches
us to never underestimate the power of a regular person’s good deed, as we will never know how far it will reach.
When we give back, our lives find purpose and perspective, causing us to feel more content with ourselves.
As with gratitude, kindness can be nurtured and cultivated. Being kind refills and re-energizes our souls and can
expand and revive the hearts of others.
The sages were right, the greatest wisdom is kindness.
As we are about to enter the high holiday period and start with the Jewish New Year, Rosh Hashana, I bless you
with a Shana Tova Umetuka - A healthy, good and Sweet New Year. This year ahead explore and try to discover
your own secret to happiness and fulfillment.
I am praying for all of you and your families, and I know you are praying for me in return. None of us knows what
lies ahead, but no matter what we face, we have each other and our beautiful community.
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Step Up to the Plate
Rebbetzin Mushka
Rosh Hashanah? You’re kidding me, right? It feels like yesterday was Pesach, are we really still in lockdown?
The question I’ve heard hundreds of times this past month is: How will we have Rosh Hashanah this year? How
will we have Yom Kippur?
Rosh Hashanah, is the day of judgment, coronation and reflection, and Yom Kippur, the day of introspection and
forgiveness. To me, it seems like these past few months have been one long period of reflection and introspection.
How will I celebrate without my family, and more importantly, without YOU, my community?
Almost every time I contemplate this, my mind takes me back to one of my first and most impressionable
memories.
It was just before 6am on Yom Kippur morning, and I heard some whispers from my father’s study. Being a
curious child, I decided to jump out of bed to see what my father was doing up so early on a fast day. Lo and
beyond I saw him wrapped in a Talit and white kittel, praying. “Ta, why are you davening now? Don’t prayers start
in 3 hours? Aren’t you fasting?” My father kindly explained to me that while yes, Shacharit starts in 3 hours, he
had a dilemma: he wants to be available to welcome the congregants that come to shul, and to explain certain
prayers. He said that sometimes, while he prayed he would miss welcoming someone who had come to shul
this once for a short time, and who knows when will be the next time that he will see them. On the other hand,
being a Rabbi does not exempt me from prayer; I also have things I need to ask G-d forgiveness for”. “This year
I came up with an idea. I’ll wake up early and pray before services. This way, I’ll be able to give both tasks my
undivided attention.”
This incident left such a strong impression on me. Being Jewish is so much more than just what you’re seen
doing. Every other year, we had the privilege to pray with the immense power of a congregation. But, there is also
unbelievable strength in individual prayer. This year, we have the opportunity to use this powerful time of prayer
on Rosh Hashanah and Yom Kippur, in the privacy of our homes, to have an intimate conversation with G-d. We
have a chance to reconnect, reflect, and resolve to make this year one where we grow our personal connection
with Hashem in our homes and hearts.
This year I’m asking myself tough and questions. The powerful lyrics from the song “Zaidy” by Moshe Yess are
ringing strongly in my mind.
Zaidy made us laugh, Zaidy made us sing
And Zaidy made a kiddush Friday night
And Zaidy, oh my Zaidy, how I loved him so
And Zaidy used to teach me wrong from right
But many winters went by
And many summers came along
And now my children sit in front of me
Who will be the Zaidy of our children
Who will be the Zaidy if not me?
This year is different. We can’t rely on our parents, friends or synagogue to create a holiday atmosphere. This
year it’s each of our responsibility to make this Yom Tov meaningful. In order to make it powerful and special
I know I’ll have to invest some time and thought into how to make this High Holidays the most memorable. I
started with a commitment of a few minutes of prayer in the morning and ending my day with reading or listening
to something spiritually inspiring. For the kids I printed out some exciting Rosh Hashanah themed games, we
started decorating the house with B-day decorations (for the B-day of the world) and we planned our menu
incorporating the kids’ suggestions. They each chose their favourite dishes and made sure to balance any treats
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with healthy foods because as Av put it: “mommy we need so many vegetables because we want to be so strong
so our bodies can flick off coronavirus”. and Levi added: “mommy can you make a list? we need round challah,
pomegranates, apple and honey, capsicums, broccoli…” and the list goes on. Yali was very excited and started
spinning like a ballerina while singing on top of her lungs ‘dip the apple in the honey make a “Bracha” loud and
clear, L’shana Tova Umetuka have a happy sweet new year”.
This year when I light our Shabbat and Holiday candles I will have you in mind. I will pray for each of you to find
abundant sweetness this new year.
Wishing you a Shana Tova - a healthy, joyous and sweet new year! May this year bring positive energy, healing
and peace unto the world and hopefully next year we will celebrate the high holidays together not just in spirit
but in person!
If you have any questions, comments or looking for practical tips how to make this Holiday memorable and fun
feel free to reach me at mushka@arkcentre.com.au
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The Power of the Word
Phillippe Zimet
The Torah’s elegance is in its eloquence. We read a multitude of Torah commentators each
having a different perspective on every passage of the Torah. Each individual reader has a
personal response to, and relates differently with the Torah. The Torah provides insight into
many and varied aspects of our life. Issues of social justice, mental anguish, physical wellbeing are addressed. In this era of enlightenment where concrete evidence underpins our
decision-making, religion is often debunked as divine mysticism and science is revered
with its quest for evidence. The enlightenment has painted itself as an intellectual counter
balance to the perceived mythology of religion.
In fact the Torah articulates the health of our community is dependent on balancing conflicting
requirements of personal and communal responsibility. Personal and social mental health
underpin well the being of a society. The Torah does not reserve self-fulfilment only for a
privileged few. The entire community is required to participate. During Yom Kippur what are
we participating in?
The introduction of Yom Kippur into the calendar is only but one of the many features that aim
to preserve and protect the individual and society’s physical and psychological well-being.
When Yom Kippur arrives what is the emotion we may be expected to feel? For many, Yom
Kippur starting with Kol Nidrei is regarded as the most solemn event of the Jewish calendar.
What does the Torah say about how we should feel on Yom Kippur. Yom Kippur is addressed on 3 accounts in the Torah.
When reading these passages is Yom Kippur still relevant today? Is our “modern and civilised” society any
different today than 1000 or 2000 years ago? In reality human emotion, response and motivation are the same today
as in the past. Science has given us tools to assist our understanding of the world around us but how we use this
information is still driven by human emotion and sensitivity. The Torah wants each of us to actively engage and take
responsibility for our society. Reading the Torah can give us the tools to create a functioning, fair and just society. It is
up to humanity to develop the skills to use and not abuse this information.
After 400 years of servitude there was a profound recognition that preserving the physical and mental well-being of
each individual member of our society benefits the community as a whole. All of us are vulnerable to the consequences
of mental anguish and physical deterioration.
Our current tradition is look at Yom Kippur as a day to atone for our sins of commission and omission. Is this a negative rather
than positive reflection of life. Can we view Yom Kippur as a positive attribute? The health of our community is dependent
on balancing between personal and communal responsibility, where personal and social mental health underpin wellbeing of a society. In the Torah self fulfillment is not reserved for a privileged few. The entire community is required to
participate.
The Torah provides us with a multitude of strategies to assist to make rational and moral decisions. The need to curb
our impulsive and reflexive response to situations is a constant thread throughout the Torah. Moses was punished for
hitting the rock as a warning that our impulsive and reckless response to situations has consequences greater than we
can imagine.
Perhaps looking at the source of the words “Yom Kippur” can provide some additional insight into how we might
respond on Yom Kippur. Commentators have suggested that the origin of the word “Kippur” is cloak or a cover.
The root of the word KPR used on in a number circumstances in the Torah as “a cover”. Is Yom Kippur in fact the
day when we each can cast a veil around ourselves and withdraw to consider our personal well-being. This is an
opportunity for us to disengage for one day to reset and review our mind-set. We use the opportunity as a time of
reflection to “cleanse” our minds and attitudes. We are shaped not only by our past - our history but also our future
- our hopes. The Torah constantly emphasises the wise use of time as a fundamental principle to maintain a healthy
society. Fatigue and stress reduces productivity and saps energy.
If we use the Torah wisely we are provided with coping strategies. We are a product of our environment. For one day
of the year the Torah advises us to escape to put a curtain around us and reflect. The Torah has chosen its words
with care. Why refer to Kippurim which is used elsewhere in the Torah to mean a cover or to cloak? Yom Kippur is
the one day of the year where we are allowed to withdraw. We use Yom Kippur as an annual occasion to evaluate and
recalibrate our lives.
Yom Kippur is a major contribution to our understanding of human rights. Yom Kippur is another reminder in the Torah
that human rights involves individual protection that is counterbalanced by the welfare of the community.
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Yizkor – Remember
Jeff Shenker
The month of Elul evokes all kinds of emotions leading up to
Rosh Hashanah and Yom Kippur, and as we prepare ourselves
for the impending Yamim Noraim, I cannot help but be reminded
of the loss of close family members, but in particular, I miss my
late father. I am reminded of the Yom Tov family dinners with
grandparents, aunties, uncles, and cousins, the big table in the
middle of my Booba’s dining room that seated all of the family,
and the food that just seemed to land on the table endlessly,
then benching after dinner singing with the family … they are
great memories!
But this time of year was more than extravagant family dinners
… the Yamim Noraim were a unique time for dad and I, treasured
bonding time spent in shul … it was OUR special time! Whilst
we were regular weekly shul goers on Shabbat, the preferred
mode of transport was not always by foot, however these were
times to be taken seriously … we WALKED to shul!
It is strange the fractured memories that remain throughout the
years. To me, Rosh Hashanah always conjures the expectation
of the blowing of the shofar, in my younger years dad holding
me up high enough so I could see the shofar sounding on
the bimah, until I was tall enough to be able to do so on my
own. The sound of the shofar always evokes the memory of
looking down at my watch and timing the blowing of the Tekiah
Gedolah, and amazing at the skill of holding your breath long
enough to be able to blow such a sound.
When I was old enough to be able to read the prayers on Rosh
Hashanah, the one thing that still sticks in my mind to this day, is
reciting the longest Amidah on the Jewish calendar during Mussaf. It just seemed to go on forever! I cannot recall
ever getting to the end of the Amidah before the Chazzan started his repetition … which was quite frustrating.
Finally, Mussaf would end, and we would head home … for another family feast!
Heading to shul on Yom Kippur, I knew I was in for a LONG day, being in shul with Dad ALL day, from about
9am in the morning to 7pm in the evening. My father always told me this was the time we were inscribed and
then sealed in the good book for the coming year. It took me a long time to come to the realization that being
accountable for our own actions had as much to do with this, as God just giving us a good grade.
But Yom Kippur was also a time to reflect … on our relationships, spiritual relationships, family relationships, and
of family members no longer with us – Yizkor.
As we all know, Yizkor is the prayer said on Yom Kippur in memory of family members no longer with us.
Unfortunately, for most of my life, this never really had a deep emotional impact for me. Yizkor had been an
impersonal experience, it had always meant that I wait outside shul for a short period of time, whilst those who
had lost family members said a prayer for them, then I would re-enter shul for Mussaf … BAU, business as usual.
Even when my dad passed away, the Yizkor process still seemed detached and impersonal, and it was not
until I joined The Ark, that Yizkor took on a new spiritual meaning for me, that now provides me with a personal
connection. To be able to have each member of the congregation honour the memory of those dear to them
is extremely moving, and I feel the tears well each time I stand in Shul for Yizkor, and recite the names of my
grandparents passed away, but especially for my late father, Yehoshuah Isser b’ Nachum Meir.
Dad and I had a special relationship, and I miss him every day he is not with us. I miss the conversations we
used to have, discussions about religion, sport, politics, etc, and I miss being able to approach him for advice,
especially in these crazy Covid-infected times. I often find myself sitting in the car and looking up to the heavens
and asking dad for some advice – I am still not sure if anything has been forthcoming.
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SOME NEW YEAR THOUGHTS
Les Kausman OAM
A group of twelve Year-10 students from St Joseph’s Catholic College is viewing a showcase that depicts the
Auschwitz Concentration Camp. The Courage to Care facilitator speaks;
”Imagine you are living in Poland in 1940, and there is a round-up. You are taken from your home and forced
to live in a ghetto, which is an enclosed area that could comfortably house around one thousand people, but
20,000 are crammed in. There is starvation and disease.
“But it gets worse. There is a further roundup and you find yourself packed into a cattle train, travelling for
four days, with no food or water. Finally, the train stops, the doors are flung open and you are confronted by
a terrifying scene with Alsatian dogs barking and biting, and camp guards pointing their rifles at you. You
have arrived here, at Auschwitz Concentration Camp.
“There is an immediate line up, with men to one side and women the other. If you are strong and able to work,
your name is taken from you and a number is tattooed on your arm. You receive the stripe pyjama uniform
and are sent off to barracks to perform back-breaking work every day. If you are old, frail and too young
to work you are taken for a shower. It is not, however, a shower with water. It is a shower with poison gas.
Around two hours after arriving at Auschwitz you are no longer alive.
“So why are we telling you this extraordinarily painful history? Here at Auschwitz and elsewhere around
Europe millions of people are scattered as ashes, or buried in unmarked graves. There are no headstones.
You cannot visit the grave of Ann Frank, for example, because we know she is buried in a mass grave, but
have no idea where.
“In the Jewish faith, if you visit the grave of a loved one who has passed away you take a little stone or
pebble from your home and place it on the grave. It is a way of saying;
‘I am here. I remember you.’
“You young people have done a wonderful thing by coming here today, because you are the pebbles. And
you are saying;
“I am here. I remember you. We must never forget.”
“I now bring you back to the year 2020 where you are young, healthy, with beautiful lives ahead of you in the
best country in the world. Fortunately, the Holocaust was not your or my personal experience, but now you
know it is our inheritance; and it is up to every one of us to never let it happen again.”
The above is just a small part of the Courage to Care program, already delivered to more than 140,000 secondary
school students throughout Victoria. Unforgettable images are implanted in their minds on experiencing the
Auschwitz showcase, along with hearing the testimony of a Holocaust Survivor. The program focusses on the
actions of heroes of the Holocaust, in order to inspire young people to not be bystanders when they see injustice.
They go on to tertiary or into society equipped with the tools to combat antisemitism, racism, bullying and
Holocaust Denial.
There is now an alarming increase in antisemitism. Victoria is not spared, and we have seen the ugliness of
racism across society. There has been a number of incidents in schools, but we are blessed in Victoria in having
a government, with its Education Department, determined to stamp out antisemitism.
Teaching the Holocaust is now compulsory in schools, and a special Steering Committee has been set up
to ensure this is most effectively carried out. We acknowledge the pivotal role that John Gandel and Gandel
Philanthropy have played in this initiative. Courage to Care has ‘a seat at the table’. This is a measure of the
impact of the Courage to Care program, which is complementary to the other Holocaust education organisations
involved.
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The way in which our community responds to attacks on us that are based
purely on our faith, is a matter of great pride to us all. Following the highly
publicised antisemitic behaviour in schools in late 2019 we received many
requests from people who had ‘had enough’ and wanted to get involved.
In ordinary times maybe we work in disparate areas ‘doing our own thing’,
but when we are threatened as a faith there is a wonderful coming together.
It is this bond, this determination to survive and contribute that has been a
feature of Judaism over the centuries.
In any calendar year there is no better time to see this bond in action than
the High Holidays. Irrespective of one’s degree of observance, and even
for those who only attend shul on Yom Kippur and Rosh Hashanah, the
knowledge that millions of Jews all over the world are on the same day
observing the same joy in Judaism, is an almost magical source of comfort
and strength.
I wish all Ark members a most happy New Year and Well Over the Fast.

Courage to Care CEO Mike Zervos
and Victorian Minister for Education
James Merlino sporting their Courage
to Care bracelets
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Kate Beaconsfield
President Bialik College
What a tumultuous year 2020 has been for us
all. While it has been a time of unprecedented
health, social and economic upheaval, it has also
provided us with a unique opportunity to focus on
what is really important to us.
The lockdown has forced us to slow down and
reconnect and in so doing provided more quality
family time, while taking a breath and savouring
those small moments - the smell of coffee, the
feel of the warm shower on your back, the smogfree sky. We have found more time for family
board games and walks in the park, and when we
stop to take in these moments, rather than letting
them rush by, we see a shift in our perspective,
which provides an opportunity to reframe our
circumstances in a more positive light.
No doubt there may be moments when one feels
totally overwhelmed and it’s during these times
that we should look to reach out, as there are
so many in our community who are able to offer
support.
As President of the Bialik College Council, I have
found it heart-warming to witness our community
pull together throughout these challenging
times. I am extremely proud of the College’s
response to assist our parent body by delivering
a school-wide discount to our families and further
financial support to those in need. In the same spirit
that the Ark’s Pay it Forward campaign provides
meals to those who are doing it tough, many Bialik
families donated back their discount so that other
families could receive greater support.
Like all organisations, our school leadership has found it challenging to continually adjust to the rapidly changing
situation around us. We had to implement new policies to minimise the risk to our staff and community and to
assist in slowing the spread of COVID 19 in the community. Most of the student learning moved online which
required careful planning and training in new technology.
COVID-19 has presented many challenges and we have had to learn to adjust. No doubt we have surprised
ourselves by our ability to quickly adapt to what is considered the new normal. We now elbow bump to greet
each other and we have become accustomed to wearing masks. I even find it odd to see people in movies
hugging each other. # all in this together has become a common phrase. It has been said that adversity can
make us strong, and during these difficult times we should focus our energy on those special moments that may
have otherwise passed us by.
Always know that if you find yourself feeling a little flat, remind yourself that we are fortunate to live in a country
that is well placed to manage this pandemic, and to be part of a community that loves and supports one another.
Let’s come together and be there for each other during these challenging times and strengthen our sense of
community and belonging.
Wishing our precious community Shana Tova Umetukah
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A Point in Time
Viv Parry, Chairperson for Child Survivors of the Holocaust Melbourne.
As New Year approaches we become more aware of the passing of time.
Where has the year gone? What have I achieved? Am I satisfied with where I
am right now? Did I imagine even ten years ago that today this would be me?
And in these deeply troubling times we could be forgiven for asking “Is this
all there is... is this the new normal, forever...
I learned a very long time ago as the daughter of a Holocaust survivor
mother and a broken father wounded in WW11 fighting the Japanese; the
world I lived and played in was not a perfect place. No “Fantasy Land “in my
Elwood home.
As a small child I learned to live in the shadows of a past I was never actually
witness to.
I’m not sure when I started to reflect on injustice, to notice people in our
neighbourhood who were different; disabled, polio victims in those days, the
very poor and the elderly survivors wearing an expression so sad I felt a pain
in my chest.
At an early age I decided to try to make life better for all children and their families; I knew things were tough at
my house but I still felt fortunate.
In my late teens I started volunteering, working with mentally and physically disabled children. I didn’t feel better
about life’s injustice to these precious children; somehow I hoped I had made a difference in the time we shared
together.
My mother’s fear of bringing her children up Jewish was a distinct disadvantage in my early teens; I decided to
explore the Jewish religion myself walking to Elwood Talmud Torah Shule, working my way upstairs knowing no
one and having no clue about what was going on.
I felt the need to connect spiritually with my religion, my father’s family was from Israel after all and I felt my roots
must be there. Over the years I picked up and put down various books on the “Meaning of being Jewish”.
My “awakening “moment came when I learned about Tikkun Olam Repair the World. Tikkun Olam is a Jewish
person’s obligation to see injustice and strive to make it right. Surely this was everything I had believed all my life.
Finally I felt I belonged. I had come home. The lens through which I saw the world was a “Jewish” lens. Finally I
knew why I was here and understood what I needed to do for all the years ahead.
And here you are questioning again and rightly so, what is this life all about, what is the answer?
Right now in the middle of a “once in one hundred years event”, you may decide to connect with your own sense
of Tikkun Olam. This New Year your thoughts might stray to reflecting how a newly mended world would look if
we all learned the transformative ways of Tikkun Olam.
Right now we must hope and believe our Tikkun olam actions will have long term value for generations to come.
Shana Tova!
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Pauline Grodski
We are confronted with a totally catastophic life event. Part of the fortunate post-war baby boomer generation,
I believe I have had a most rewarding life to date. Yes my parents were European holocaust survivors but they
had never been in concentration camps, although surviving in Nazi occupied France had not been a picnic. I had
a great education, two university degrees paid by the Government and no debt to contend with upon graduation.
Since retirement, Robert and I have had the opportunity to travel widely and often. We are fortunate to have two
great families including six healthy, active and intelligent grandchildren. What could go wrong?
It would be easy to slip into depression and existentialist angst. There is plenty to worry about even
if we are lucky enough to have a comfortable home and good nourishing food. The need and hurt in the
Victorian community is tragic. We worry about those in small business who have lost their livelihood, no
longer able to look after their families; we worry about the school children who are missing out on proper
learning and normal social experiences. Most of all, I worry about our world where the virus has too often
brought out the worst in people. The great American democracy floundering with so much divisivness,
Israel not showing its best face – its political class in total disarray,certainly not presenting a unified front
in order to battle the pandemic. Will we ever regain our lives as we enjoyed it a mere few month ago?
However, I have found what works for me are the strategies I have always used in regulating my life. Organisation
and planning – even in the limited scope of life in ISO. Plan your days so that there is a feeling of accomplishment
at the end of the day.
We have been blessed with the weather, allowing pleasant walks every day, an exercise routine (free videos
online are a great help), regular housework (ouch) so that our home
looks clean and tidy. It is important for my personality type to feel
in control of my life and accomplishing little tasks contributes to my
continued wellbeing. Good food is important and I’m blown away that
we have managed so well for people who usually dine out so regularly.
Again organisation is key. I count my blessings that Robert is very
accomplished in the kitchen, I plan what shopping needs to be done
for him to prepare the meals and I also do the bulk of the shopping and
clearing away. Naturally, we are so fortunate to be able to put food on
the table and it is good that fifty four years of married life has resulted in
a cooperative spirit even in times of frustration and stress.
It helps to have enjoyable pastimes. The bridge community has been
very proactive in organising online bridge for its members. This is a
great diversion for keen players like myself. I have always loved reading
and there is extra time for that – even in the morning upon waking up
as the need to jump out of bed is less. There are Zoom opportunities
– The Melbourne Writer’s Festival and many concerts, political talks and other cultural events. Of course it is
nowhere as involving as being in a concert hall, lecture theatre etc but it does provide opportunity for the mind
to get engaged.
I have previously done courses at the Jewish Museum and these have gone online with Zoom. Paul Forgasz runs
his courses very professionally and both lectures and involves students via the Zoom medium. The current course
is about Jewish Peoplehood and we have considered many aspects of Jewish identity. Questions about who is
a Jew in terms of Jewish history and the different branches of religious belief, the challenge of intermarriage and
non-Jewish family members, and the idealogical debate about the relations between Israel and the Diaspora.
Of course we are missing our friends and, especially, the family desperately. Shabbat dinners are but a fond
memory. We just hope that all our loved ones and our general community keep safe and well. Mental wellbeing
is a priority at this time for our young ones. We just pray that we can control this virus in the near future with an
effective vaccine. Otherwise, it will be difficult for our lives to regain its vitality and colour.
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A Rosh Hashana Reflection
Graham Goldsmith
Well 2020 has been a little different...
Back in March, as we saw the daily stories of the terrible impact
of Covid-19 in Europe, our Lockdown 1.0 was seemingly novel
– something to record and tell our grandchildren as we tried
to stay healthy and safe and get through the 1 in a 100-year
event.
Fast forward to Lockdown 2.0 and it all seems a little different.
Weekdays meld into weekends and we are not quite sure
when it will all end … or whether we are now on a path which
will include being in and out of lockdown as the virus ebbs
and flows through the community until there is a widelydistributed vaccine. Or, looking to the history of the Spanish
Flu in 1919 in Australia, maybe next time we will look to protect
those most vulnerable and let the virus run through the rest of
the community?
In any event, ‘life as we know it’ seems to have changed and
will likely – it seems to me – not ‘bounce back’ to the old
normal.
So in a changing world, what are the constants that we can
lean on to get us through?
As we head towards what will undoubtedly be a different Rosh
Hashana this year, perhaps the Jewish calendar cycle is one
of those constants that we can look to, to help get us through.
How should we reflect on the year past and think about the year ahead? The year past has seen us master Zoom
and Teams but it hasn’t been the same as being in the same room as loved ones or friends (or indeed business
associates!).
Often we take those simple social interactions for granted, and there has definitely been a gap in our lives. In
addition, whilst we have already seen the negative effect on our society and community of both the economic
and health costs of the virus, I fear that the year ahead – certainly in the case of the economic impact – will see
many more societal issues to be managed.
So, as we think about a Rosh Hashana reflection maybe it is that firstly we get the opportunity – soon – to reconnect physically with those near to us, both family and friends. For us – amongst other things – that means
being able to hold our granddaughter and to chat in ‘3D’ with family and friends, rather than the 2D Zoom or
Teams call.
Secondly, as a community, we need to be ready – as Rabbi Gabi would say – to ‘pay it forward’ to help those
in need where we can. It is unclear where those demands will be, but I suspect they will be broad ranging and
paying it forward will be able to take many forms. As important as any will include just reaching out to people to
check how they are going and for a chat.
In these unusual times, wishing all our community a safe, healthy and meaningful Rosh Hashana and may you
be inscribed in the Book of Life.
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The True Essence of Yom Kippur
Ivana Krsteska
Every year as we enter the month of Elul, and Yom Kippur awaits for us around the corner, we are all reminded
of the simple yet sometimes confronting idea that our genetic blueprint consists of many flaws.
The Jewish people sinned at Mt Sinai some 4000 years ago, when they foolishly followed their Yetzer Hara and
believed the Golden Calf was the answer to all of their problems. G-d, furious, was ready to wipe out the Jewish
Nation and start again.
Thankfully our greatest prophet pleaded on our behalf and bargained with the Almighty to give us another
chance.
And so G-d did.
He left our ancestors be, so one day those flawed characteristics would trickle their way down to us. Why would
G-d do that? Why wouldn’t he just start fresh like he intended and create a nation of menschen?
This is because G-d understands humans are flawed beings and the exercise of wiping the slate clean every
time is a pointless one.
So instead of focusing on perfection, G-d wants us to focus on improvement. As the Chosen Nation, our job is to
lead by example and successful leadership in any field; home, community or work, cannot occur without regular
evaluation of our own behaviours, actions and thoughts.
And in the event we lack the intrinsic motivation to do this, we get a once-a-year friendly pop-up reminder. Yom
Kippur!
Yom Kippur suggests that deadlines are imperative in the process of improvement. When the trickles of our
imperfections are left to cultivate and they are not acted upon, there is no resolution, there is no improvement or
a way forward. Reflection on its own is not enough, it’s the action which follows that truly matters.
And yes when Yom Kippur is over, we might fall back into our old patterns. This is okay! It doesn’t undo our
repentance. We should not judge ourselves or a person’s overall character and disregard the good previously
done, based on a few poor choices.
Having the opportunity to repent every year is an acknowledgement that we are not perfect. We are not expected
to be perfect and nor should we strive for perfection. And sometimes, we are the only ones that put this pressure
upon ourselves.
Which is why Yom Kippur is also a time to forgive. It’s time to release any resentment or anger we might have been
holding onto. Whether that is towards a once-upon-a-time friend, family member, workplace, an experience or
ourselves.
To be able to do this, we must face our true emotions and the reason why we feel these. We must be honest
about the impact it has had on our wellbeing and this includes being vulnerable in admitting we have been hurt.
We must have the courage to initiate the closure we need in order to forgive. Only then, will we be ready to heal
and move forward. Forgiveness needs to occur internally before we can expect it externally from G-d or anyone
else.
This year more than ever it will be easy to fall into a negative mindset around Yom Kippur and what we can or
can’t do. What we need to remember is the true essence of the day and the beautiful gift that it is.
G’mar Chatima Tova!
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Rosh Hashanah
Atida Naphtali
Rosh Hashanah has always had so many meanings and memories since I was a small child sitting on my
grandfather’s knee at Carlton shul listening to traditional melodies during Shacharit and Mussaf.
After we moved to Kew and joined the Kew Hebrew Congregation, it was listening to Rabbi Scheiber’s beautiful
voice singing those familiar tunes, and often meeting with my friends outside in the garden under the enormous
mulberry tree when we were supposed to be inside praying.
At home, it was all about the anticipation of the many weeks of cooking with my mother, going to shul, always
buying new dresses and shoes for the annual “fashion parade”, and eating, eating, eating.
As a Mt Scopus student, we learned so much about the religious significance of Rosh Hashanah, Yom Kippur,
Succot and Simchat Torah. I must admit I think I learned by osmosis as, like most teenagers, we didn’t listen as
closely as we should have in class.
Once I started dating my now husband, I learned about the behind the scenes activities at Kew Shul as my now
mother in law was the secretary. She dealt with all the requests for seats, for changing seats, complaints about
why they didn’t get the seats they wanted, planning for who would be Chatan Torah and Chatan Bereshit, and all
the endless administrative concerns, that I now hear about from my family’s involvement with the ARK Centre.
But it was the emotional side of it all that has stayed with me and grown with the years. Today, Rosh Hashanah
is a really bitter sweet time for me as my beloved father passed away the day before Erev Rosh Hashanah and
his funeral took place on the morning of Erev Rosh Hashanah. So there was no shiva and no shloshim which
are “cancelled” out by Rosh Hashanah and Yom Kippur. Being in shul over those days five years ago was an
emotional, and yet nurturing experience with my beautiful daughter by my side and the many friends we have at
ARK all giving me their support.
The aromas of chicken soup, roasting chickens, apple cakes baking and the less pleasant but ultimately delicious
smell of grilling chicken livers for gehakhte leber are the indelible memories of my childhood growing up in a
Jewish home in Kew, but my mother never made and I’ve never learned to make gefilte fish. That’s for next time.
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Message for the Ark Centre
Janice Broder
When Morris and I sat down to our seder, just the 2 of us, at our big dining room table with our seder plate and
matza cover taking pride of place, little did we think that come Rosh Hashana we would be sitting on our own
once again.
2020 is the type of year we didn’t dream of, even as late as December 2019. A year when the world has been
struck by an epidemic, not seen in over 100 years.
In reflecting over the last 4 or 5 months I have come to the conclusion that, although life is a lot more cloistered,
there have been some amazing outcomes that have occurred:
• We check in on each other more often. Whether it be messages, phone calls, dropping off meals or just
sending one of the thousands of crazy memes that have cropped up.
• I have become more inventive in the kitchen. I made my first ever gnocchi, my first ever apple pie (from
scratch), experimented with spices and herbs and bought interesting ingredients from the supermarket.
• Although not overly or overtly religious, we have celebrated Shabbat every week. Cooked a Shabbat meal.
Lit the Shabbat candles. Sung Shalom Aleichem at full voice. Made Kiddush. Eaten homemade challot.
• We have walked... and walked... and walked. It is not unusual for me to walk over 30 km in one week –
something I never would have done before this pandemic.
• We have learnt to use Zoom.
• I have knitted more in the last few months than I have in years.
• I have sat outside in the sunshine, just because I can.
This last lot of lockdown has hit us all very hard and I really feel for those in our community who live on their own,
who have not been able to return to work and/or are trying to home school young children.
I have missed seeing our grandchildren as often as we usually do but have delighted in talking to them over
the phone, watching them on whatsapp video calls and hearing about their exploits from their parents. I have
enjoyed getting calls from our family, just checking in.
I wish I could see my mother more often at her nursing home, but know she is being looked after better than
I could.
And, there is always light at the end of the tunnel. Let’s hope we learn a lot of valuable life lessons from this
experience to carry into the future.
As the saying goes “This too shall pass”.
Shana Tovah and Chag sameach.
And, above all, stay safe!
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Reflections
Helen Brustman OAM
As we look forward to celebrating the Chagim, together with family, friends, the
community, and to be inspired in our Shules, this year it will be a totally different
yomtov due to the Carona virus... As I write this, we do not know if we can attend shule,
or join family for yomtov lunches and dinners so, we have to find a way to celebrate the
Chagim that is meaningful and inspirational for us at home.
It is a big responsibility for our Rabbis, and Presidents of Shules and their Boards,
which I know are planning that we will all be inspired... It is also important for us, if we
can’t attend shules, to make the chagim exciting, important and meaningful.
I always look forward to the New Year, & that we all should be blessed with good
health, happiness and share smachot together. The last 6 months life has changed
for us all. Working at home, spending time alone, allowed to exercise for one hour a day, and go food shopping
for one hour. I am grateful that we have great technology, our Ipads, facebook, Instagram, our cell phones, and
zoom. Being on zoom, we stay connected in so many ways to our community and to those who we care about.
Many of us had pesach alone, which wasn’t fun, but we made the most of it, reading the Haggadah, & having the
seders at home.
I thought about this difficult time for so many of us here and throughout the world. We are lucky living in this great
country Australia. We have healthy fresh food, we have homes to live in, our students can do remote learning,
and we are not suffering like our ancestors did in the Shoah. We are blessed that we have excellent doctors, a
great hospital system, we can walk in the parks daily, and listen to pod casts and play music. The simple things
in life, we can enjoy and appreciate.
I read every Shabbos afternoon Pirkei Avos, and from this I learn so much. Learning shirium on zoom is excellent.
One important message, let’s do 3 acts of chesed daily. That is my New Year’s resolution. I miss seeing family,
friends, and each day, I keep in touch with those I care about, both here and in Israel. One has to think positive,
remain strong, and pray that Hashem will grant us all a healthy Rosh Hashana, and that we will all be sealed in
the book of life. Shana Tova to you and your families, and pray for peace in Israel. Amen
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Life is a Roller Coaster
Annabel Naphtali
My name is Annabel. I’m 11
years old and in grade five
at Bialik College. This year
at school was supposed to
be leadership year, the year
that you’re supposed to feel
like grown-ups, and I have
missed it because of Covid
19. I’m doing online school,
I can’t see friends and I’m
stuck at home.
I have recently seen this
quote online: “Life is like
a roller coaster, it has ups
and downs, but it is you that
gets to choose whether to
scream or to enjoy the ride”.
It’s one of those quotes on
cheesy poster, but it really
meant something to me
when I think about 2020.
For some many people it has been a horrible year. Death, illness, home schooling. And while I know I’m incredibly
lucky, I also have had moments when I’ve felt lonely and annoyed with the situation.
But then I saw that quote. As an 11 year old, there’s not much I can do about covid. In fact, there’s not much
anyone can do. But what we can do is control how we react.
As we approach Rosh Hashanah, we reflect on the year and think about the year ahead. What have we done,
what have we learned, what would we change, what do we wish for the year ahead.
Will we reflect on this year as a horrible, no good very bad year, or will we take some of the positives from this
year’s journeys?
At Rosh Hashana we reflect. We reflect on both the good and the bad. Right now it might feel hard to look at the
good things happening because all are surrounded by the bad news. There is so much going on now that we
should appreciate, like that we are safe and home without the virus and that we have people that keep us busy
and are providing us with happiness. Right now it’s the small things in life that we really need to appreciate.
We all know that Rosh Hashanah is the festival that we say “shana tova umetuka” which translates to “have
a happy and sweet new year”. This year has not been as sweet as we would have liked it to be, but it’s your
choice to ‘scream or enjoy the ride’ as the quote said, making your year sweeter for you and for your family and
community. It’s no use being sad all of the time, you have to contribute to making your own year sweet.
This year has definitely been different to any other year and it looks like it won’t be normal for a while longer, but
together we have to embrace that and think of the things that we miss and how we can bring it back or start to
do something similar. There will be some things that we will take from this year, like to wash your hands after
everything, and that there is always hope and things will get better.
While I’ve certainly screamed a bit, I’ve also chosen to enjoy the ride. I hope you can too. And I wish all of you a
Shana Tova uMetuka.
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“Life may be hard but it can still be sweet”
– Rabbi Jonathan Sacks

Amari Sarai Slade
It is said that everything that will occur in the coming year is decided on Rosh Hashana. And so on this High
Holiday, we optimistically wish each other shana tova u’metukah, a good and sweet new year and, implore
Hashem to not only inscribe us in His Book of Life, but that He also grant us a year full of blessings, fulfilment
and peace.
Given the chaotic and surreal state of the world on this Rosh Hashana, I find it hard to believe that it was decided
way back then that our good and sweet new year would take the form of a global pandemic, aka, COVID-19.
Ironically, and almost prophetically, when writing his ‘Ten Ideas for Rosh Hashana and Yom Kippur’ around this
same time last year, Rabbi Jonathan Sacks listed two ideas that with a sprinkling of gratitude and a small dose of
dreamy hope, may help us infuse some colour into what I would describe as a year spent in sepia.
The first idea is that life may be hard but that it can still be sweet. Rabbi Sacks elaborates on this idea by saying
that us Jews have never needed wealth to be rich nor power to be strong. To be a Jew is to live for the simpler
things. By forcing us, or those we hold dear, to experience loss, be it in the form of a job, a well-laid plan or a
loved one, this pandemic has incidentally also illuminated the simpler yet crucial blessings we still have and
perhaps have taken for granted in the past; our health, our home, our family, our community. By transforming
our daily lives and habits, this pandemic has undoubtedly spurred our imagination and guided us toward a
less materialistic sense of fulfilment; taking a walk under dappled sunlight, a phone call with a friend, cooking
a delicious Shabbas feast for your family. By slowing the pace of our quotidian routine, we have been gifted
the time to look inward to determine what truly brings us peace. Armed with this insight, this last year can still
therefore have been a year of blessings, fulfilment and peace.
The second idea is that life itself, every breath we take, is a gift. While every Rosh Hashana, we wish to be inscribed
in the Book of Life, that is, for a life after death, it is this life that we must not take for granted. It is this life that has
been taken from hundreds of thousands of beings around the world this past year. If you are still here, and reading
this, it is a testament to the fact that, in this sense, you were and are indeed inscribed in the Book of Life.
Together with my husband, Jonathan, I wish you and your families a ketiva v’chatima tova. It is my sincere wish
that we may continue to be written in the Book of Life and that this coming year will be another year of blessings,
fulfilment and peace – albeit in a more literal sense. Shana tova u’metukah to you all.
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Ten Commandments
and True Happiness.
Marcel Saxon
This article highlights why observing the Ten Commandments can lead to true happiness.
Firstly, it is useful to distinguish between pleasantries and true happiness. The former which we all tend to
pursue, makes us feel good, but are only transient. For example, I love eating baked cheese cake, and feel good
for a few minutes afterwards (until I start to think of my midriff bulge). However, true happiness is an enduring
inner feeling, irrespective of whether good or bad things happen around us. So an individual can be in great pain,
but still be at peace.
Unfortunately, the more we chase true happiness, the more it evades us. Likewise we cannot substitute pleasantries
for true happiness, although many people try. Thus a set of universal rules such as the Ten Commandments gives
us an understanding how to live life in true peace, and in a respectful way with each other.
According to Yoram Hazoni, all living species as well as the sea, the sun, the moon and the stars have their own
laws, and the well-being of the world is due to the obedience of those laws. Human beings also have laws like
the Ten Commandments, however their obedience is questionable. Thus for people to bring well-being into
the world, a deeper understanding and appreciation of the positive consequences of such laws is required; the
development of a greater inner peace and contentment with life.

The Ten Commandments
1. You shall have no other Gods but me.
2. You shall not make for yourself any idol, nor bow down to it or worship it.
3. You shall not misuse the name of the Lord your God.
4. You shall remember and keep the Sabbath day holy.
5. Respect your father and mother.
6. You must not commit murder.
7. You must not commit adultery.
8. You must not steal.
9. You must not give false evidence against your neighbour.
10. You must not be envious of your neighbour’s goods. You shall not be envious of his
house nor his wife, nor anything that belongs to your neighbour.
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The Ten Commandments can be divided into three sections,
Commandments 1-3 refer to loving and respecting one God. As social beings we are designed not to be alone, so
Someone’s ongoing presence through good times and bad is necessary for our well-being. As a matter of fact one
of the biggest causes of mental health issues, and even death is loneliness, irrespective of how many people we
know. Visiting large shopping centres with thousands of shoppers, can exacerbate loneliness, rather than alleviate it.
When we include a relationship with God in our daily lives, our relationship with everyone and everything else,
assumes a more realistic perspective. This is because people (and things) come and go, whereas God is everywhere,
is permanent, and has a personal relationship with each of us. This knowledge is comforting, and gives peace and
serenity, as we do not feel so alone and unwanted in an unpredictable universe.
Commandment 4 refers to creating a special time and space for reflection. Keeping Shabbat, the day of rest
allows us to create that special space necessary to think about our lives. This space offers the opportunity to reflect
on our experiences, and to plan into the future. The consequences of this reflection is the development of wisdom. It
is from the position of wisdom (and not just being well informed, like our computers) that we have the opportunity to
realise our part when things go well, and when things don’t go so well at times, without self-blame (as we are far from
perfect), and without the unrealistic expectations we can have of others. The result is inner peace and contentment.
Commandments 5-10 provide a moral compass on how to live and work with others, with mutual respect, and
kindness. Since we are social beings as stated earlier, we need others for our survival. However when we have a
strong connection to God plus a strong connection with others, our expectations of others become more balanced,
and thus the tendency to want to help and give becomes greater, rather than the tendency to see others as a means
to an end. The satisfaction with this way of life is guaranteed to provide true happiness. Especially in today’s western
society with an emphasis on taking rather than giving, leaving many people on empty and dissatisfied.
In conclusion, it has given me great satisfaction grappling with the idea of the Ten Commandments as being a
source of true happiness, and I would love to hear your thoughts.
My email address is kamsaxone@gmail.com
Chag Sameach
Marcel Saxone (former president of the North Eastern Jewish Centre), and family
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‘A Quick Look, From A Legal Angle’
By Deborah Mandie
As some of you know, I am a barrister who is often briefed by the Office
of Public Prosecutions to prosecute breaches of the law in this State.
In short, it is often my job to try to put the bad guys away, as fairly as
I possibly can.
Up until March of this unprecedented year of 2020, there were
thousands of criminal trials being run every year, before juries in
the higher Courts of our State of Victoria. For each and every one
of those trials, the (usually) twelve members of the jury are each
carefully selected by the Court following a specific procedure which
is enshrined in legislation. As many of you would know, this process is
called ‘empanelment’.
This procedure involves the drawing of a ballot which is random, but
it also allows the accused person, standing in the ‘dock’, to observe
each member of the jury and permits them to challenge a maximum
of three potential jurors for any reason. The accused person might
challenge the selection of a juror because of their occupation – for
example, if they are accused of a crime against a child victim, they often
do not want a primary school teacher sitting in judgment of their case.
The accused might suspect they know the juror from somewhere. The
accused must call out ‘challenge’ before the juror seats themselves in
the jury box.
The accused can also challenge a potential juror for no apparent
reason at all. Just because they do not like the look of him or her, or because they observe the person as having a bad
attitude, a negative attitude toward the accused even before the trial gets underway.
How on earth can the accused come to that conclusion? The Judge’s associate calls out the potential jurors’ names, or
usually their numbers, and then something else happens, a long-standing practice that the Court of Appeal in Victoria
have fairly recently decided is actually essential to the trial process and to justice being done. The potential jurors
must parade past the dock on their way to the jury box, giving the accused person enough time to observe them and
make an assessment. If they don’t like the look of them, they can exercise their right to challenge.
What the Court of Appeal decided was that this process must give the accused a reasonable opportunity to observe
the potential juror.
This process has historic origins. While not every criminal court in Australia or before that, England dating back to the
18th Century, requires a ‘parade’, the accused has to be given a chance to look at who would be sitting in judgment of
them in some way.
Recent events have reminded me of this sacred aspect of our criminal legal system and my (previously!) regular
experience of it. What the accused is looking at, what the law ensures the accused has a reasonable opportunity to
observe, is each person’s FACE. As our Supreme Court and Appellate Court has stated outright, the accused must
have a reasonable opportunity to view the faces of prospective jurors before they enter the jury box so that the
process is fair and their right to challenge a juror meaningful.
What came out of a Court of Appeal case (Theodoropoulos v The Queen, in 2015 for anyone interested) was that
getting just a side view, or too quick a glance, of a person’s face is not enough to make a fair assessment. The face
is where a person’s key characteristics are evident. Their approximate age, their race and, most importantly, their
attitude to the trial and to the accused.
So, you can see why this aspect of our legal system, of my work, has been on my mind. As we all walk down the street
wearing masks, whether happily so or reluctantly but to avoid a fine, our assessment of those who pass us by is hugely
limited. I’m trying to read people based on the angle of an eyebrow sometimes, if the person is also wearing glasses.
Or, I catch myself, or the other person, staring too long trying to work the other out.
Of course, observing our neighbours or fellow Victorians on the way to Coles or to the park is not essential. Our liberty
is not on the line as it is for the accused in the dock. BUT I hope we never forget how important the face is to our
personhood. In our legal system, sure, but also in our everyday. Already many of us are compensating. Has anyone
else found themselves telling the guy at 7-11 that we are smiling, just in case he didn’t know?
In so many ways, on any given day, our face is who we are.
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A Rosh Hashanah Tale
Arthur Baigel
Many years ago, a son was born to Jewish parents. They lived in a shtetl with
a small shul and congregation. The congregation, however, valued shul-going,
services were held every week on Shabbat, and daily if someone was saying
Kaddish. Shabbat morning services were held at 7AM to allow those members
who had to open their businesses 6 days a week to do so.
The Rabbi taught all the children, who attended a childrens’ service each Shabbat
morning, where each person took turns to be the President, sitting with top hat
next to the Ark. The son continued to learn, even after his barmitzvah, fitting in
religious activities with sport.
Tishrei was a special time for the congregation. The small shul was packed,
almost to overflowing, on Rosh Hashanah and Yom Kippur. On Succot, all the
children looked forward to the chocolates, whilst Simchat Torah was indeed a joyous event. Members who
would otherwise work on Shabbat and drive to shul each week walked to shul on these days and nights.
Fast Forward to 2020
How will we celebrate this year under lockdown restrictions? We can’t go to shul, most of us can’t daven at home,
there will be no mass singing of :”Oseh Shalom Bim’romav”, no “Sh’mah Isra’el”, etc. Worst of all, we won’t be
able to hear the Shofar, including the stunning Tekiah G’dolah from Rabbi Gabi. Some of us may even be looking
forward to the sermon each day.
Yiskor on Yom Kippur is another matter entirely.
I dare say that even the “Twice a Year to Shul” people will miss all of the above. So therefore how can we do it?
Technology is the answer but how, given that Orthodox Halachah won’t allow this on Shabbat and Shabbat and
YomTov?
Could we use a Shabbes Goy to operate the technology, whilst the Rabbi davens (alone) in shul? Not a good idea,
as it is soulless, like a football match played in an empty stadium. To hold peoples’ interest, the service would
have to be abridged, no Torah could be read, etc.
What about, instead then, a virtual service 24 hours before Yom Tov commences, on the night of September
17? We could have a drosha, the Shofar could be blown, some communal singing led by the Rabbi and Chazan.
Methinks the son born long ago might even like that.
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Crossword by Rebecca Paratz
ACROSS
1- Main synagogue in Sydney.
4- Chag 9 days after Rosh
Hashanah
7- Torah Pointer
10- First occurring festival in the
Hebrew calendar
(4, 8)(Heb)
14- Opposite to Off
15- Eating, snacking or nibbling
(Yiddish).
17-( בלחEng)
18- Rosh Hashanah (3,4) (Eng)
21- Rosh Hashanah Challah
Shape
23- Israeli Market
24- Early Shipwright

DOWN
2- A term used in voting to show
agreement.
3- History and Laws of the Jewish
people written on animal skins
5- As the Torah is carried around we
____ it.
6- Head (Heb)
8- Where would we find the Torah?
9- Gabi…
10. Destroyed the second Temple
11- Signifying a sweet New Year
12- Mode of transport used by the
Canaanites
13- “Eat it Eve” said the snake
16- Moses saved the Jews from
slavery in Egypt. Moses is regarded
as a ___.
19- Saw (Hebrew-style)) 20- Ham’s
Dad built this 22- The same again
(Abbrev)

Riddle for Rosh Hashanah
Q. Why do Jews use Android phones?
A. They put their Apples in the honey
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Covid Kashrut
by Monique, Rohan, Jasmine & Tara Filer
Back in March we made the decision to postpone Tara’s batmitzvah, which was scheduled for just after Pesach.
Whilst we’re still waiting for the pandemic to pass so we can truly celebrate, we’ve decided to look back at what
Tara learnt at the time as she prepared for the occasion.
Tara’s parasha would have been Shemini, a portion which contains the laws of kashrut.
Of interest to us is the rule regarding what makes a land animal kosher – it must have a split hoof and chew
the cud. Beyond being a simple rule as to what we can and can’t eat, we wondered if there was any additional
meaning to this rule which could be applied to our lives, especially in the current situation.
The rule makes clear that in order to be kosher, the animal must meet both criteria: having a split hoof is a
totally external characteristic that can be easily seen, whereas chewing the cud is something which takes place
internally within the animal and is not visible from the outside.
In the same way, our actions have a visible component which can be seen by others, but there is also the internal
aspect of our actions, in other words our intentions in carrying out the action. In order to be a truly ‘kosher’ action
it has to be visibly good – ie legal or seen by others to be good and appropriate – but it also has to be done with
the right intention.
In the current COVID-19 environment, we can consider four people living under lockdown:
The first person has left home to walk to the local shops for a cup of coffee and has deliberately chosen not to
wear a mask as they do not care about the potential health consequences to themselves or others. Both the
action is wrong (it is illegal) and the intention is wrong (no consideration or caring for others in the community).
Accordingly this action should not be accepted as appropriate behaviour.
•

The second person has a mask on, but as soon as they buy their cup of coffee, they spend the next hour
walking around with their mask off using the cup of coffee in their hand as an excuse not to wear a mask.
The action itself is fine (ie it is not mandatory to wear a mask if you are eating or drinking), but the intention is
wrong (no consideration or caring for others in the community as the coffee cup is simply being used as an
excuse to not wear a mask). Accordingly this action should not be accepted as appropriate behaviour.

•

The third person finishes their coffee and spends the next hour walking around without a mask, but makes
sure they are in an area with no other people within 100m of them. The action is wrong (ie it is still mandatory
to wear a mask when outside even if no one else is near), but their intention is fine (they are being considerate
and caring for others in the community by keeping their distance). But even though their intentions are
acceptable, that does not make this appropriate behaviour.

•

The fourth person drinks their coffee
and immediately puts on their mask
and keeps it on while they walk around,
maintaining a safe distance from others.
The action is fine (ie in compliance with
the rules) and the intention is also fine
as it is considerate to others in the
community. Only in this case can we
say that the behaviour is truly ‘kosher’
as the action is acceptable and the
intention is acceptable.

So, for better or for worse, the COVID-19
pandemic has given us pause to consider
our actions and our intentions and why
they both matter to ensure we get through
this and can come back together as a
community.
Shana tova!
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Rosh Hashanah 5781 Reflections
John Deane
In consideration of my Barmitzvah anniversary and the relevant Parsha, Re’eh,
it dovetails with the challenging circumstances that we find our society in 2020.
The essence of the Parsha is “arevut” (or mutual responsibility), and the idea of
caring for the welfare of one’s fellow Jew is expressed in the phrase “kol Yisrael
arevim zeh bazeh” (all Israel is responsible for one another). This, of course, can
be expanded to apply to our broader Australian community.
Most of us have experienced nothing like the effects or restrictions caused by
COVID-19 in our lifetimes. While these are extremely challenging times, we
can also put this in the perspective of even greater challenges faced by our
forebears in the last century.
Our current experiences need not be diminished, rather we should understand
that with strength, positivity, caring and commitment, we will succeed in seeing
the other side of these difficult times. I take strength from my dear father, a
Holocaust survivor, who has remained stoic and positive during the past 6 months.
Circling back to Parsha Re’eh, nothing gives more pleasure than to provide care to one’s own family or those in
need. Within my family, providing love, support, weekly food deliveries and frequent ‘zoom’ get togethers have
enabled important connections to be maintained.
Additionally, looking out for and providing welfare to our neighbours who may need help also conforms with the
essence of being responsible for one another.
ARK Centre has provided amazing support, care and welfare to our community and we are indeed fortunate to
be part of this wonderful congregation.
Wishing our family and friends a Shana Tova and may the new year bring peace, good health and happiness to all.

This Year
by Michael Naphtali
Is it really important that I daven at Rosh Hashanah? Is it important that I go to Shule? And if I can’t go to Shule,
will it matter if I daven?
Will it even matter if I don’t even remember it’s Yom Kippur? What will happen if I don’t fast?
Will I care? Will anyone care? Will G/d care? Will the world be different? Will my life be different? Will anything
miss a beat?
In thinking about these and related questions, I have come up with three conclusions•

I don’t know. No none knows, so it’s entirely up to me.

•

For me, very much a personal thing, it IS important that I acknowledge and observe these days. It’s part of
who I am and I would feel somehow lesser if I didn’t. But it’s very much a personal response. Others might
well be different, and it’s up to each of us to decide for ourselves.

•

However, the events of the past week demonstrated to me why it’s important to observe Jewish holidays
and maintain our traditions. Our oldest grandson celebrated his Barmitzvah - in Hong Kong. We couldn’t be
there but we were able to participate in the (Thursday morning) service by livestream. Over 400 people from
around the world attended. We were overcome with emotion. We were flooded with calls, emails and text
messages. It was one of the highlights of our lives.

If we don’t remember, maintain, demonstrate and observe we will be deprived of these life highlights
Shanah Tovah
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Dealing With Loss During Covid
Benjamin Saxone
This year on the 24th of June, my sister Romy passed away after a 3 year battle with stage 4 lung cancer. She
was just 45 years old with a 3 year old son and partner, she never smoked, was living a life full of hope, until the
diagnosis after experiencing a persistent cough. Despite being a 3rd generation Australian, Romy was always
staunch about her Jewish heritage and ensured her little boy attended a Jewish kindergarten.
To make matters more complex, she passed away during the Covid-19 pandemic, at a time of lockdown and
restrictions where many people who are unable to work and entertain themselves. As a consequence of the
pandemic, I have realised that the strongest connections are with my loved ones and friends. Which has also
prompted me to honour Romy’s memory in the best possible way, and in a manner that she really would have
appreciated. Just as Romy was a special person in my life, this time is a special year for all Jews. During Rosh
Hashanah, we gather with our family and friends to celebrate the Jewish New Year and by doing this run I feel
that I can include Romy’s memory in the celebrations.
Romy was an unfortunate statistic. Today, only 3 percent of people will survive 5 years after their stage 4 diagnosis
in Australia (Cancer Australia, 2019) and 1 in 3 Australians are affected by lung disease while research and support
is still under resourced. (Lung Foundation Australia)
To honour Romy’s memory, I am aiming to complete a 25km run from my home in North Warrandyte to the State
library in Melbourne and personally donating money for each kilometre I run, to raise money for those facing a
similar battle and physically extending myself to run a distance I haven’t before, for those who cannot, as health
is a gift not a given.
I will be doing this on in November within Covid-19 guidelines, and will be raising funds for the Lung foundation
Australia, who provide research and resources to those with lung disease. Any donations would be greatly
appreciated, will be tax deductable and can be sent through this link https://lungfoundation.grassrootz.com/
shine-a-light-on-lung-cancer-2020/run-for-romy
And to learn more about this cause go to https://lungfoundation.com.au/
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Yom Kippur in The IDF
Zac Gomo Head of Jewish Studies Bialik
It was the day before Yom Kippur, 2009. I was about to be spend my second Yom Kippur in a row on active duty in
the IDF. As one can imagine, Israel’s enemies do not take Yom Tov off. Indeed, this was shockingly made evident
in 1973 when Egypt and Syria coordinated a surprise attack on Yom Kippur. As such, the IDF is manned and ready,
albeit in a sometimes more limited capacity, 365 days a year, especially front line combat units. Which individual
soldiers in any given unit will serve on Shabbat and Chagim is a matter of rotations, priority and luck. It just so
happened that I fell on Yom Kippur duty, twice in a row.
On Yom Kippur 2008 I was serving in a small base on the Golan Heights, right on the Syrian border. The base
normally housed many auxiliary soldiers, including cooks, logistics and support staff, administrative clerks etc.
and combat troops. That Yom Kippur all of the auxiliary staff were allowed to go home and only the bare minimum
number of combat troops required to man all of the various postings remained. Out of those that remained, I
was the only one attempting to observe a halachic Yom Kippur. In any event, given the nature of our shifts and
the ground we had to cover, I hardly saw any of the others throughout the entire period. There was a small
Synagogue on the base (as there is on all IDF bases) and I spent the 25 hours of Yom Kippur on a cycle of guard
duty, lonesome prayer in the Synagogue and sleep. I tried to think about the ancient Jewish communities that
once inhabited the Golan Heights and wondered if the Synagogue stood on the grounds where Jews had lifted
up prayers in the past. I wondered what they would have prayed for and tried to tap in to that long line of Jewish
History. Overall, however, it was a lonely, isolating experience. It was the holiest day in the Jewish calendar, when
all of Israel congregates in prayer, but I felt alone in the world, on a desolate mountain, overlooking the Austrian
soldiers of the United Nations and the troops of the Syrian Arab Army who were about five hundred meters away.
It was 25 hours of gloomy, windy, uneventfulness. Nothing happened, nothing changed, just windswept grass
and rolling hills.
As Yom Kippur 2009 was approaching, I was sufficiently disheartened by the prospect of once again spending
the holiest day of the year in active service. In the intervening twelve months, the nature of my service had
changed dramatically. Whereas I had initially served in a Special Forces combat unit in the Israeli Air Forces
Stinger Missile corps, I had subsequently become a Sergeant and was selected to train as an Arrow Missile
operator. The Stinger Missile is a shoulder launched Anti-Helicopter weapon, carried into battle on a soldiers
back. With the entire load weighing in at over forty kilos, training consisted of gruelling long distance marches,
night-time navigation and purposefully backbreaking feats of endurance such as long treks knee deep in ocean
water, all with heavy weights.
Training to become an Arrow Missile operator was an entirely different matter. The Arrow Missile is the length
of a semi-trailer and is launched from a static, pre-set location. Costing approximately three million US dollars
apiece, the Arrow Missile is Israel’s largest defensive missile and is intended to destroy incoming ballistic missiles
(including nuclear ones) outside of earth’s atmosphere. It is a similar concept to, although predating and far more
intricate and complex, the Iron Dome, which was based on the Arrow. Training to become an Arrow Missile
operator was open only to already veteran soldiers handpicked from various units within the Air Force. It was a
three-month program of the most intricate study in, literally, rocket science. As someone for whom Hebrew is
not my first language, it was quite a challenge. During the training program we were isolated in a separate subbase within a much larger air force base. We had the great luxury of being allowed to leave the base almost
every Shabbat. However, this was on condition. We had up to fifteen hours of formal study a day, as well as a
physical training program, and were expected to revise the material in whatever remaining free time we had.
Every Thursday evening we had a test on the past week’s material. Failure to score above 80% meant that we
could not leave for Shabbat but had to remain and revise for a re-test on Monday. I failed a number of times, but
always passed the re-test.
Ultimately, I completed the Arrow course and become an operational Arrow Missile operator in an Arrow battery
in the North of Israel. It was a fascinating service that provided a window into Israel’s larger strategic concerns,
missile defence and opportunities to co-operate with representatives of the United States military on many
occasions. During my time as an Arrow operator, I met the head of the Air Force’s Anti-Aircraft division, even
sharing a Shabbat meal with him, the head of the Air Force, the then Chief of Staff of the IDF Gabi Ashkenazi and
his ultimate successor Benny Gantz. They were all intimately involved in the Arrow project.
At that time, no long range missiles had been fired at Israel since Saddam Hussein launched a number of Scuds
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during the Gulf War in 1991. Whilst we were constantly operational and prepared, the service seemed more
hypothetical than real. Unlike in my previous unit when I spent time in the field, looking threats in the eye from
metres away, Arrow operations took place in bunkers or portable operation rooms, staring at a monitor.
I presumed that Yom Kippur 2009 would consist of the normal Shabbat/Chag grind, four hour shifts in the control
room with a skeleton crew of three (one officer, one Sergeant and one technician) followed by eight hours off and
then repeating the cycle, again and again. My role during those four hours was watching the threat monitor and
studying every minute detail. It was forbidden to remove ones gaze from the screen. There was no bathroom
break, no eating or drinking. In fact, the officer’s role was to watch me watch the screen and ensure my eyes did
not leave it. The technician simultaneously monitored the complex electronic systems. Protecting Israel’s skies
from inter-continental ballistic missiles, nuclear, chemical, biological or conventional, is no trivial matter.
I imagined that, as usual, nothing would happen and that those four hours would seem like an eternity, whilst
the eight hours in-between would always pass to soon. My early shifts of Yom Kippur (4pm until 8pm and then
4am until 8am) passed as normal. However, during my 4pm shift, towards the time normally allocated for Neillah,
something unique occurred. The screen detected the launch of an inter-continental ballistic missile from a state
less than friendly with Israel. There was an instantaneous sense of disbelief combined with adrenaline and
fear between the three of us in the control centre that was so potent you could smell it. The technician rapidly
sounded the alarm and the other soldiers on call to complete a full launch team sprinted from where they
were to us. One of the officers slipped on the metal steps leading into the container and landed on one some
electronic equipment. Blood was gushing from his head and another soldier behind him slipped on that.
With complete disregard for their own persons both assumed their positions instantaneously. The system took
some time to recognise the direction of the missile. It seemed like hours had passed given the tension we all
felt but from the moment the missile launch was detected until everyone had taken their places and we had
determined its ultimate target, less than thirty seconds had passed. That is how quickly things happen in the
world of missile defence. Ultimately, the target was not Israel but a body of water in the Middle East. It was not an
attack but a missile test launch. As the realisation dawned on us that we were not facing the potential annihilation
of the State of Israel and millions of Jews, or the battle to prevent that, but merely observing a test of one of
Israel’s enemies, our heart rates started to decrease. We were less than ten people, the oldest 24 years old, but
we had felt the weight of responsibility of preventing a Holocaust. We felt it in our hands as they touched the
control panels and in our chests as we uttered not one word aloud.
Ultimately, one of the soldiers, a 21 year old from
Netanya, broke the silence saying, “All I could think
about was my father. I could just imagine an explosion
and a wave of light and my father.... gone.” It was the
most heartfelt and sincere expression of love and
fear that one could imagine. For some reason, maybe
because we were really just still kids and it was all
too serious, or perhaps because it was just so bizarre,
the technician started laughing. I started laughing too
and in a moment, the entire crew had broken out in
hysteria, tears dripping down our faces. We had faced
what we thought was a battle for existence and stared
it down. We were warriors, protecting our people and
our people were safe.
Millions of Israelis sat in Synagogue that Yom Kippur,
fasting and praying, along with millions of Jews
around the world. Perhaps in the back of their minds
they gave a passing thought to the thousands of
soldiers guarding the borders, protecting them in a
dozen different ways. The infantry, artillerymen and
tank crews on the edges of the state. The sailors,
crammed into submarines under the waves, the men
and women watching screens and lenses throughout
the land, and a small crew of missile operates in a
control caravan in a hidden base that hardly anybody
even knew existed. Perhaps not. Regardless, we were
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there. We were not there for kudos or recognition or reward. We were there because someone had to do it, and
that day it was us.
Ultimately, the material we gathered on the launch was collated, analysed and entered into the body of
intelligence the IDF maintained on the state that launched it and its missile capabilities. The head of the AntiAircraft division of the IDF personally came to debrief us and congratulate us on our conduct.
I will always remember Yom Kippur 2009 as the most meaningful Yom Kippur of my life. In the end, perhaps
nothing would have changed had I not personally been there. However, that isn’t the point. More than on any Yom
Kippur in my life I feel that they day we served a function for other people, we put the needs of others before
ourselves, and that was real charity. It was also real repentance. Moreover, the words we all left unspoken in our
hearts, that was real prayer.

Event Horizon
Terry Kallenbach
In April 2019, NASA published a photo taken by the Event Horizon Telescope which, for the first time, captured
the image of a black hole and its shadow.
The image reveals a bright red and yellow ring of material encircling a black hole at the centre of galaxy M87,
some 55 million light years from Earth. It is a beautiful image that betrays the true nature of the swirling hot gases
under the influence of the black hole’s event horizon.
While capturing an image of a black hole and its shadow was indeed an historic feat, the image was able to be
generated only through the coordination of radio telescopes all around the world so as to operate as one unified
global instrument creating a telescope the size of our entire planet.
That’s the real beauty here. That regardless of country, politics or time-zone, the image was achieved through
a single unifying vision. And that’s the parallel that I see when we again welcome in the new year. We will look
back over our year as the Event Horizon has looked back in time. And we will contemplate our year and make
sense of it in the same way that the published image required a complex and lengthy interpretation of data to
be visually meaningful.
But we will do so with the knowing satisfaction that our celebration will be all the more meaningful because it
will be done amongst Jewry forever unified and global – and it hasn’t required the gravitational force of a black
hole to pull us together.
Shana Tova!
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Let’s Not Wait For Hindsight
Happiness
Alex Fitzgerald (finishing touches Dean Rzechta)
I sobbed uncontrollably during the first week of Victoria’s most recent
lockdown. Not for reasons you may think be it anger, frustration or
defeat! I sobbed uncontrollably both during and after reading Eddie
Jaku’s book, The Happiest Man On Earth.
Eddie’s memoir begins as a young boy living with his family in
Germany. As a teenager and with Germany quickly falling to Hitler’s
evil rein, Eddie is sent off to engineering school with life as he
experienced it to rapidly change. After periods of being separated
from his family, he is then reunited with Mum, Dad, three siblings
and two orphan children but in hiding in Belgium.
Without divulging too much, they would continue to hide in the
attic with Eddie sneaking out each night working so he could trade
cigarettes in payment to then feed his family. Unfortunately and after
11 months living in secret, they were found by the Nazis.
Eddie, at the start of every chapter reminds us of his most important
life lessons. Still alive today, Eddie looks back at this time with his
family as the happiest time of his life. This is both amazing and sad
at the same time and it still brings me to tears just thinking about it.
I strongly encourage every person to read and embrace Eddie’s simple but so profound message. How remarkable
is it that despite living in hiding, in an attic with no freedom and with no food is it that this was Eddie’s Happiest
moment? And what a valuable lesson this for Rosh Hashana and Yom Kippur!
Both Yom Tov’s this year will be very different ones for all of us. There is so much happiness in togetherness but
also in the sheer simplicity of being with your family, best friend or significant other. It got me wondering why we
often don’t embrace and recognise this happiness and in just being with our Family.
Is it possible that the simplicity of the high holidays of this crazy year could truly be one of the happiest in our
lives and that we recognise being present in this moment?
If Eddie can teach from what he’s experienced as a Holocaust Survivor is that we should learn to appreciate
every moment we are given with our family. We can all worry and talk about the events beyond our control or
we can live in the wonderful simplicity and ritual that is Rosh Hashana and Yom Kippur, consciously embracing
these as the happiest times in our lives.
This year is special unto itself, let’s not wait for hindsight happiness. Chag Sameach!
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Reflection on this Unusual New Year
Dan Feldman
As we all know the Jewish New Year is not only a time for celebration but also reflection.
At the time of writing this we are commemorating the 75th anniversary of Victory in the Pacific and the subsequent
end of the Second World War.
The war in Europe had ended a number of months previously. My Buba, Lola, who was then an 18 year old,
survived concentration camps, together with her 3 brothers, Alex, Izzy and Marian Grossman. Their parents,
grandparents and countless other family members had perished. Despite the war in Europe having ended, the
tragedy was not over. In late August 1945, after being liberated and returning to the pre-war family home, Marian
was murdered by Poles who were not thrilled with the return of the Jews. He died in my Buba’s arms. The
following month Izzy who was being treated in a Hospital for injuries sustained at the hands of his Nazi captors in
the camps, sent a message to his sister to bring him some gefilte fish. Before my Buba was able to get to him he
passed away – on 2 September 1945 – the day the war formally ended with the Japanese surrender.
For those of us who are post war generations, the year 5780 / 2020, and the coming year, will be the most
difficult years we have faced. We will be reflecting on many aspects of this for years to come – including whether
the restrictions on our freedoms were justified.
However considering what my grandparents generation faced, certainly puts things in perspective. An amusing
meme made the apt point “previous generations faced war – we are being asked to sit on the couch”.
Despite this, what does sadden me that some 75 years later the two surviving siblings, my grandmother Lola
Feldman, and her brother Alex Grossman, are both living in “lock down” in separate Melbourne Aged Care
facilities. Neither will be able to spend the High Holidays with their family.
So while we will of course celebrate the High Holidays, and will make the best of it with Zoom and Teams, and
enjoy wonderful feasts for our family of 4, I will miss sharing this in person with family and friends.
We will dust off our Machzors and put our Tallits on at home, but will miss sitting in shul, catching up with some
people we only see annually.
Most of all I will really miss not being able to spend time with my parents and of course my 93 year old Buba.
So despite the challenges of the year, make the best of it, reach out to family, friends and even acquaintances –
especially those who may be alone or in aged care - help those in need and most of all keep things in perspective.
My usual greeting is to wish my friends and family a happy, healthy and prosperous new year. I sincerely wish
this for the entire ARK community.
We look forward to seeing you in Shul in 5781/2021 – we hope.
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Embracing Our Spirituality
Year-Round
Ash Shenker
As we enter the month of Elul and embark on our spiritual journeys in the lead up to Rosh Hashanah and Yom Kippur,
the question I pose is: how can we better undertake these journeys throughout the entire year?
As we know in Jewish life, we should strive to become a better person and fulfil Hashem’s mitzvot on a daily basis,
but what this looks like is different for each and every one of us. Some will live a more observant life, while others will
focus more on the spiritual elements of Judaism rather than the practical.
What we can ALL control, no matter how observant we are, is how we conduct ourselves as individuals and our daily
efforts to be the best version of ourselves we can.
So returning to the question. Often the main time of year we choose to take a good hard look at ourselves is during
the Yamim Noraim. We put our grievances aside, we make up for our misdeeds, we ask for forgiveness of our sins and
pray to be inscribed in The Book of Life.
But once that’s all done and dusted and we’ve reached the pinnacle of our self-reflection, we must recognise that
our work is not complete. It’s not about merely ticking the box for another year, instead it’s time to put our words into
action. How we go about living our lives for the next 12 months is just as important as undertaking that initial journey
of introspection.
And as we sit here now more than 6 months into what has been one of – if not the – most difficult periods of our lives,
there’s been no better opportunity to take the time to examine ourselves, determine what’s truly important to us and
set our priorities straight.
Personally, I’ve been able take this time to step back in my life and realise that the small things don’t always matter. If
things don’t go exactly to plan, or if they aren’t achieved by a certain time, don’t worry.
I’ve come to the realisation that as much as we want to control what we can, ultimately it’s the Ratzon of Hashem. This
is the way G-d wills it. Accepting and embracing that will allow us to move forward with our lives, instead of dwelling
on things if they don’t go as planned.
For example, we’ve all had to put our next Simcha on hold, or not have our Ganzah Mishpucha (entire family) there.
We’ve not been able to go on holidays or visit our family and friends interstate/overseas (even locally for that matter).
We’ve potentially had our jobs impacted or found ourselves without employment.
The most important thing is to remain resilient and display bitachon, trust in Hashem that we will come out better on
the other side. Just like the farmers in Israel, who experience Shmitta every 7 years, where they must leave their crop
and not harvest during this “Sabbatical” year.
This Halachah can potentially result in a lean period for Israeli produce, but trust in Hashem will result in the next 6
years being fruitful ones. We should look to embrace and replicate this faith, and believe that when things may not be
going as well as they can, Hashem will provide for us.
In addition to looking after ourselves, we must also look after each other through these times and ensure that each
and every one of us has a strong support network around us.
A big part of that involves being able to ask for help in the first place, which takes me to my next point on introspection.
Looking within and identifying something that is not right is just as critical as being able to identify the good things in
our lives.
Now more than ever we are aware of the impacts of mental health issues, and in this current climate of uncertainty,
it’s not uncommon to feel down about things. The key is that we recognise when we need support and not be afraid
to ask for it.
Whether it’s our warm and caring Rabbi, a family member, a close friend or a mental health professional, seeking
advice and support from those around us is a huge step to overcoming any of our internal battles.
The famous song written by Jewish musician Ben Lee is as poignant now as ever, “We’re All In This Together”. We
need to both look after ourselves and those closest to us.
As we draw nearer to the High Holidays and hopefully closer to the resumption of normality in our lives, it’s the perfect
time to look within to find what truly matters to us, how we can better ourselves each day and to identify any potential
need for support. Equally, we must also reach out to our loved ones and our community and encourage them to do
the same.
Shana Tova U’Metuka! May everyone have a joyous and meaningful New Year, and keep safe!
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Reflections
Eva Ademec
Just writing a few comments as you had asked. This might reach you too late to include in The Ark Centre
Newsletter, but I would like to inform you of my feelings anyway.
Rosh Hashanah this year will certainly be different to what we are used to. Not being able to be with family and
friends during this special time of the year will have a saddened impact on us all.
However, we will do the best we can to ensure that the High Holy Days will be important and meaningful for us.
I want you to know how touched I have been by many people during this difficult time of the Coronavirus
Pandemic.
You, in particular, Rabbi Gabi, have been very comforting in calling me regularly to make sure that I am alright.
You always offer any assistance that I might need, and you certainly care about my wellbeing. You went out of
your way recently to bring me some yahrzeit candles which I had run out of and needed during August. I did
not want to go to the shops and wasn’t confident that I could order them online from the supermarket. You have
no idea how important this felt to me, and the fact that, without hesitating, you immediately went out of your
way especially to obtain the candles and deliver them to me, was so very special to me and overwhelmingly
kind of you. Your compassion and kindness warmed my heart very much. I am so grateful for your extreme
thoughtfulness and kindness, and I thank both you and Moushka for always being extremely caring and very
kind.
During this Pandemic, I have had kindness and generosity poured onto me by people in the local community
including several of the wonderful members of the Ark Centre, including Rabbi Gabi. I won’t mention all the other
names, but I am grateful to each one of these very kind people. They all helped me greatly during a very difficult
time.
In March, at the beginning of the Pandemic lockdown, I was intensely worried. I was too afraid to go anywhere,
even out on to the street. I was so concerned that my family might contract the Coronavirus. I found it hard
to get out of bed in the morning and had no apetite. The good side to this was that I lost some weight which,
unfortunately, I have now put back on in triplicate. I am still very worried, but not as much as initially.
During March, I needed a doctor’s appointment. I was very frightened to leave my house, but forced myself to
go. My doctor saw how distressed I was, just because I had to go out of my house. She connected me to our
local Neighbourhood What’s App Group in case I would need anything, as the group was set up by some lovely
members who were willing to help others in need.
I immediately began receiving very kind messages from many of the members, all offering to shop or bring
me whatever I need. I was ecstatic to find that several of the members of this Neighbourhood Group are also
members of the Ark Centre. They have all been overwhelmingly friendly, generous and helpful to me.
Their kindness was epitomized during Pesach. Several of the ladies in the group were preparing for Seder,
and offered, via What’s App messages to everyone, food that they could share with whoever would like to
receive some. I was kindly offered Matzah ball soup, gefilte fish, horseradish, matzos, egg dip, hardboiled egg,
charoset, beetroot, etc. Each of these wonderful people brought the food to me, and some even surprised me
by unexpectedly turning up with delicious homemade kosher le Pesach food and sweets, and flowers.
I was so overwhelmed by their kindness that I became extremely teary with emotion, and remained so touched
for a very long time. Even now, I get filled with emotion as I remember what amazing people they are. I wish I
knew how to repay their kindness. I am so appreciative and I thank each of these wonderful people for making
me feel less alone and less stressed.
One of the ladies in the Neighbourhood Group has recently started another What’s App Group for Rosh
Hashanah, as she was so impressed by the generous interaction of people during Passover. She thought we
might like to exchange recipes, music or whatever else transpires. I had no idea that so many Jewish people live
in my neighbourhood. I feel truly blessed to be surrounded by so many very kind and understanding people.
Even during Pesach, some of the non Jewish people wrote how impressed they are by the warmth of the
communication they were reading in messages, even though they themselves did not understand what the
written communication was all about. One of the ladies explained to them the significance of Passover.
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Even though we are surrounded by the invisible and dangerous Covid-19
virus, it is so uplifting to know there are many unselfish people with very
kind hearts who are prepared to give their time and effort to help and
enrich other people.
I admire the Ark Centre for many reasons, one being their Pay it
Forward program, which provides delicious meals for people who are
experiencing difficult times.. I appreciate having been a recipient, and I
gratefully thank the Ark Centre. I am very proud to be a member of The
Ark Centre community, where friendliness and care is so paramount,
as well as the important religious aspects. I will certainly miss going to
Shule for Rosh Hashanah and Yom Kippur this year, and being with all of
my ARK friends at this very significant time of the year.
I want mention Dan the Caterer. He creates amazing meals. I have been
ordering Shabbat Boxes from him for several weeks now, ever since the
Ark Centre kindly delivered a complimentary Shabbat Box to me a few months ago. I enjoyed it so much that I
find it delightful to be able to order the meals and enjoy Friday nights with my Shabbat candles and delicious
three course meal. It is so nice to have these meals delivered by our friendly Lisa, or Dan the Caterer. Again, I
thank the Ark Centre for providing these beautiful meals, and thank Dan for producing them.
I also enjoy the Friday evening Kabbalat Shabbat on Facebook with Rabbi Gabi, Tunni and whoever else joins in
with their musical talents for the Ark Centre.
I wish all of the ARK community and all of their families, Shana Tova. Wishing all a healthy, happy, sweet and
peaceful new year, and well over the Fast.
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Reflections
Moshe Goldberg
As the High Holidays are approaching and particularly as we are getting closer to Yom Kippur there is no
better time and a greater opportunity to self-reflect over what we have experienced this year.
But this special time of the year is also very challenging when we are expected to celebrate the High
Holidays while observing tight regulations of social distancing, isolation, secluded from our community,
away from our loved one, our children and/or our parents.
Yom Kippur has a special meaning for me, from an early age of growing up in Israel, particularly after the
Yom Kippur war. The atmosphere of Yom Kippur has a certain prescribed character that start to build up
in the street from midday to the time when fast is commenced. Whether your are a local Israeli or a visitor,
It is very obvious when Yom Kippur commences as Traffic on the road completely stops, TV and radio
broadcast cease to operate and everyone wearing white attires, heading to the closer synagogue to join
the congregation. From that moment onwards, you look around you and see all your close friends and
neighbors fully engaged with meaningful davening, expressing remorse and regret over all the sins they
might have done during the year, asking for repentance.
That strong feeling have taken a big shift in my mind, when I move to live in UK and repeated later in my life
when I moved with my family to Melbourne. That kind of experience of celebrating the high holidays outside
Israel with my family made me realize that Yom Kippur Is apparently something completely different to
what I knew, and Appears to be more challenging than the way we used to celebrate Yom Kippur in Israel.
It is easy to explain the challenge just by observing the normal life outside the synagogue during Yom
Kippur while all the Jewish community assembled together inside and engaged in meaningful davening
and deep heart feelings. It is even a greater challenge to walk outside with the family and notice that the
world is moving on, busy as normal, people are laughing or using their mobile phone everywhere. If that
is not challenging enough, the smell of the food coming out from all the Cafe and eateries everywhere,
the cars passing by, and the music that you could randomly hear reminds you that it is Yom Kippur today
and you are strictly observing the tradition you received from your parents in accordance to the Jewish
faith. These moments, therefore, are considered very precious for me , not only because it makes me
feel very privileged and proud of who I am, particularly at the moments when I am fighting against my own
temptations, but also providing me a great opportunity to explain my children how Yom Kippur is such an
important pillar in the scaffolding of the Jewish faith.
This Yom Kippur is expected to be even more challenging, with the disruption of the COVID-19 that has
transformed our life and the way we celebrate Jewish holidays. With Rosh Hashanah,Yom Kippur and Sukkot,
bringing another meaning of resilience to our life, when we are staying together while being apart redefines
our Jewish identity and reinforce the fundamental elements of our community when we are increasingly
looking and caring for each other.
I strongly recommend you to wear your positive lens at this time of the year, and remember that the sun
is always shining, even after the most fierce hurricane storm weather. Look around you and focus on the
beautiful things in our life and the beauty of the world, which very shortly you will be able to enjoy again.
And finally, my family and myself wish to extend our best Shana Tova wishes to you, your loved ones, all the
Jews around the world and particularly our people in Israel. Good health this year, remain mindful, socially
caring, stay calm and most of all happy.
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•

A year the time it takes for the earth to complete a circuit around the sun.

•

Different, strange.

•

To change oneself.

•

Beginning of the year.

•

The anniversary of humankind’s creation by Hashem.

•

The hollowed horn of a ram.

I remember as a child at Caulfield South Sunday school Mr. Amzalek teaching us Hebrew. I always loved the
letters, the plump curves, the variation in thickness, the dots and lines.
Sixty years later I still love looking at those raw beautiful crowned letters and words written on a scroll of
animal parchment, by hand, in dark black ink.
The translations of the Torah, can never bring forward the depth and layers of meaning in our Torah.
The name for Hashem those four Hebrew letters a word we never pronounce, instead we say Adonai my
lord. In that name is the mystery of the creator. Ask yourself what is shoresh or root of this word of 4 letters.
Therein our creator.
To the oft question asked, do you believe in God?
It is the wrong question. We Jews believe in Hashem, the Hashem of our mothers and fathers, Sarah,
Rebecca, Rachel and Leah. Abraham, Isaac and Jacob.
Hashem unknowable to the intellect but known to our senses, to our hearts, to our sense of smell, to our
eyes, to our hearing and to our touch.
So look now at these letters above, the root of

year, has other meanings.

How strange the times, our priorities are changing. We are changing.
In 5781, how will we hear the shofar?
In the sound of the shofar for me the meaning of the new year resplendent.
The face of our children listening to the shofar the meaning of Rosh Hashanah clear for all to see.
Barry Teperman.
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My Mezuzah
Rozanna Nazar
I had my first Mikvah and completed my conversion to Judaism on Shavuot 2019. Since then I officially launched
my business, married my husband Andrew, fell pregnant with our first child and last 2 weeks ago moved into our
new home. Throw a global pandemic in the mix and you really have a jam packed 15 months.
Prior to starting my conversion to the Jewish faith I have always been a spiritual person, finding symbolism and
meaning to all aspects in my life. From the art that I create to the challenges I face, trying my best to stay in the
present moment and see the best in people and all situations. I mean really, it is only human nature to look for
meaning in everything around us, you could say this is the foundation of ‘symbolism’.
Symbolism plays such a large part in human communication because people (including myself) are constantly
looking for deeper meaning. Whether it’s in the stars, drawn on a cave wall or why our beautiful world and
humanity is deeply suffering due to a virus… we analyse and create meaning to our communication through our
beliefs and interpretations. I am creative and I am most definitely emotional, but even the most logical pragmatic
person will search for answers.
The hardest part of my conversion apart from making the decision to convert (Coming to terms with the fact that I
was choosing an identity that was hated with a history full of persecution) was learning how to study. My skills are
creative based, studying Fine Arts and working as a photographer didn’t require me to memorize or learn a new
language. My brain is not wired to digest information this way. My wiring still hasn’t changed, but what carried
me through the process was my connection to Judaism’s symbolism, stories and chagim. In hindsight, that was
the entire reason I decided to convert.
Judaism is formed by rituals and symbolism. I learnt very quickly this is the essence of most circular Jew’s
identity: Friday night Shabbat dinners, fasting on Yom Kippur or even dancing the Hora at a wedding. Using the
upcoming new year Chagim as an example, a time of rejoicing and of serious introspection – you will not find a
Jewish home that does not have honey and apple served on the table.
One of the most beautiful and romantic symbolisms I connected with during my conversion was the mezuzah.
The concept of a mezuzah comes from the Torah, where it reads, “And you shall inscribe them on the doorposts
(mezuzot) of your house and on your gates” (Deuteronomy 6:9, 11:20). Some people believe that the mezuzah
provides special protection over the residents of the home where it hangs, but what truly connected with me is
that it is a symbol of a home.
A home isn’t just where you live, but a place that you are accepted and where you feel most comfortable. And
especially this year, a place we have spent most of our time to keep our families and community safe from the
pandemic.
Andrew and I had already lived in our home for 7 months before our first Mezuzah was hung. His friend
had purchased and organised it for us as a gift after commencing the conversion program. At that moment
I didn’t understand what it really was, but knew it was the first thing I noticed walking into a Jewish home.
Reading up about this scroll led me to tears. Yes, it is true I am emotional, but I saw this as such a huge
milestone and achievement for us in our relationship. This one symbol was a representation of our home
together as a family. Everything we were working so hard for and wanting to achieve lay within this
one symbol. It is no secret that converts have in mind their future family when making the decision to
convert and this played an integral part in our decision. Clear perspex with intricate gold detailing, it was
truly a special moment to see our first Mezuzah up on our door and something we were very proud of.
3 months later Andrew proposed to me on the Andersons Fishing Pier which is along the Yarra. 15 months later
I immersed myself in the Mikvah waters and completed my conversion. 4 months after this we finally reached
our wedding month. Andrew and I counted from 452 days eagerly anticipating our special day, a day full of
symbolism and ritual, a day we had worked so bloody hard for. And surely enough those days where it seemed
like forever came around too quickly.
During Andrew’s call-up, our Rabbi spoke about the Mezuzah and how this symbol was a reminder throughout
our marriage that despite our options, we must always compromise. And to always use this symbol when we
need it the most. Let me explain… According to Jewish law when there are 2 different opinions, there is never a
compromise. Both opinions argue until one reigns supreme in logic - that is the way the Tulmud works. However
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there is one exception we find to that, and that is
the Mezuzah. One option in the Talmud is that it
should be fixed vertically, and the other should
be horizontal - the halacha is that it should be on
an angle as a compromise.
As we know, the idea is that the Mezuzah is
placed at the door post of a home. When one
establishes a home and enters a marriage, this is
a symbol of a Jewish home full of Jewish belief
and custom. It is inevitable that within that home
there will be varying options (I speak for myself
here), and often there will be disputes which
are perfectly natural (again. I speak for myself).
What the Mezuzah on a slant teaches us when it
comes to peace in the home and martial peace
is that the best outcome is not his way OR her
way. It doesn’t have to be rigid, rather a simple
compromise. And this is what our Rabbi reminded
us to ensure peace in our home together as a
newly married couple.
Upon my reflections embracing a new and sweet year, I cannot help but think how important this symbol is to all
homes around the world. In all cities and countries, of all religious and political views. We have struggled in our
own way. The tremendous suffering and grief experienced during this pandemic is devastating. Personally for
myself, spending most of my pregnancy in lockdown and seeing my business suffer has not been easy. But I feel
blessed to have my loving husband, to be starting our family, for my own family and friends and community that
continue to support me unconditionally.
I have no doubt that you are reading this right now nodding your head while reminiscing on those arguments
you have had with your children and partner. Not having enough space, trying to complete a Zoom meeting
in quietness, taking out your frustration on somebody that had no idea what the underlying issue was. I most
definitely put my hand up to this one. How do we compromise and find peace when our mind and soul is so far
away from that?
2 weeks ago just at stage-4 loomed our city, Andrew and I moved into our new home. 26 weeks pregnant,
managing my business coming to a grinding halt and physically struggling to pack and move to our new home
was mentally and physically challenging. Saying goodbye to our home, that was so good to us, was very sad. But
as we locked the down one final time, I was able to see our Mezuzah and be reminded of all the joyous occasions,
milestones, shabbat meals and achievements this home hosted to us. And as we embark on our new journey as
a growing family, the significance of our new Mezuzah deepens with meaning and symbolism.
Sadly these upcoming high holidays will not be what they used to be. Reflecting on this year somewhat seems
more painful than joyous. But I hope that in these times of despair we can all find strength and hope. Because
we look for meaning in everything around us, anything can become a symbol as long as we interpret it to mean
something other than its literal definition. Some symbols, however, have become so ingrained within our culture
that they carry an almost universal meaning. Let’s use this to empower the people around us and to always find
beauty, hope and light, especially in darkness.
After all, who doesn’t immediately associate an owl with wisdom, a dove with peace or chicken soup with a
Bubba?
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High Holidays
Colouring In
Enjoy colouring in these fabulous Rosh Hashanah pictures – fun
for the young and young at heart. Our heartfelt thanks to Odile
Ellison for her artistry and contribution.
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